While reading
Chapters 1–3
1 Finish these sentences.
   a  Jack Sparrow is the …………… pirate who ever sailed the ocean.
   b  The piece of cloth has a drawing of a …………… on it.
   c  Elizabeth Swann wants to …………… Will Turner.
   d  The punishment for helping a pirate escape is …………… .
   e  Lord Beckett wants Will to bring Jack's …………… to him.
   f  Will finds the Black Pearl on its …………… on an island to the south.
   g  The man quickly shoots a …………… into Will's neck.
   h  Will tells Gibbs that he isn't going to leave without …………… .
   i  Jack is running down the …………… and being chased by the islanders.
   j  Gibbs pulls Jack onto the …………… .
2 Who says the sentences a–j?
   a  “So you found something?” ……………
   b  “Lord or not, do you have a reason to arrest this man?” ……………
   c  “If I spend one hundred years on his ship, I can rest after that.” ……………
   d  “When you find him, give him a message.” ……………
   e  “There is more than one treasure chest in these oceans.” ……………
   f  “Where are the other sailors from the Pearl?” ……………
   g  “I'm not running away—nooo …” ……………
   h  “Shall we light the fire or follow the other prisoners?” ……………
   i  “They're going to cook me—Captain Jack Sparrow!” ……………
   j  “Our chief is running away!” ……………

Chapters 4–6
3 Match the letters (a–h) with the numbers (1–8) to complete the sentences.
   a  Will tells Jack that Elizabeth is going to die because ……..
   b  Will tells Jack that he will be free and that the English ……..
   c  Jack is afraid of Davy Jones, and thinks that he is only safe ……..
   d  Tia Dalma lives in a small wooden house high in ……..
   e  Tia Dalma looks into the future and sees great things ……..
   f  Captain Davy Jones is very ugly, with blue eyes ……..
   g  Captain Davy Jones tells Will that he is neither ……..
   h  Jack tells Elizabeth that she doesn't ……..
      1) for Will Turner.
      2) look good in the clothes that she is wearing.
      3) will stop chasing him.
      4) and a long beard.
      5) dead nor dying.
      6) on land.
      7) a tree.
      8) she helped him.
4 Are these sentences right (√) or wrong (X)?
   a  When Jack sails away from the island, he wants to stay in deep water.  √
   b  On the Edinburgh Trader, Elizabeth is dressed in sailor's clothes.  √
   c  The Kraken is a sea monster that works for Jack Sparrow.  √
   d  Tia Dalma is surprised when she is visited by Jack and Will.  √
   e  According to Jack, men's biggest problem is women.  √
   f  Captain Davy Jones is missing one of his arms.  X
   g  Norrington tells Jack that he is no longer a commodore.  X
   h  Elizabeth tells Jack that she wants to find Davy Jones.  X
5 Discuss these questions with another student. What do you think?
   What do you think has happened to Norrington since Jack last saw him? Why do you think he wants to join Jack's ship? Do you think he really wants to help Jack? Or do you think he really wants to hurt him? Give examples from the book to support your answers.
Chapters 7–9

6 Who are the people in italics?
   a He was playing slow, sad music on a piano.
   b “I’ll punish you, too,” the sailor told him angrily.
   c “No, I want you to free my father,” he said.
   d Pushing away Jones’s beard, he reached for the key.
   e He looked at Bootstrap and the pirate’s face went pale with fear.
   f “I understand women. I know that something is troubling you.”
   g “You know, I’m a ship’s captain. I can marry you here and now.”
   h He stood next to Ragetti and they both looked at the chest.
   i They were running away with the chest.
   j “Shall I tell Will or follow the chest?” she asked herself.

7 Write the right words in the sentences.
captain draws key kills letters move neck punish sails son tears
   a Davy Jones’s eyes filled with ………….. as he looked at the picture of the woman with long, thick hair.
   b Bootstrap tells Davy Jones that Will is his …………..
   c Davy Jones tells Bootstrap to ………….. Will himself.
   d Jack shakes his head and puts the ………….. in his jacket pocket.
   e Will offers one hundred ………….. of service on Davy Jones’s ship.
   f The key hangs on a chain around Davy Jones’s …………..
   g Bootstrap is on guard when he sees the ………….. of another ship.
   h Bellamy is the ………….. of a ship called the Edinburgh Trader.
   i The Kraken ………….. Bellamy and then comes back for the ship.
   j Jack ………….. an X in the sand with the toe of his boot.
   k Jack holds his sword against Will’s neck and asks him for the …………..

Chapters 10–11

8 Underline the wrong word in each sentence and write the right word.
captain, kill, move, punish, sail, son, tears
   a Jack, Will and Norrington move across the ocean as they fight. …………..
   b Davy Jones’s men see Will step onto the roof of the school. …………..
   c Norrington likes Jack, but he doesn’t like Will. …………..
   d Elizabeth reaches for her knife, but it isn’t in her belt. …………..
   e Jack runs quickly, gets close to the church and jumps inside it. …………..
   f Jack asks Gibbs if his heart is moving slowly in his chest. …………..
   g Jack’s face turns dark when he discovers that he doesn’t have Jones’s heart or Tia Dalma’s earth. …………..
   h Jack’s eyes show sadness at the thought of the rescue of his ship. …………..

9 Underline the right answers in italics.
captain, kill, move, punish, sail, son, tears
   a Norrington and Will quickly follow Jack up / down the stairs.
   b Norrington lifts the key from Will’s hand with a long, thin stick / the point of his sword.
   c Jack tells Will that he wants to kill him / is on his side.
   d The wooden wheel moves across the ground with Will and Norrington on top of / under it.
   e Gibbs tells Jack that he saw the Flying Dutchman an hour / two hours ago.
   f Gibbs knows very well that Jack is / isn’t always right.

After reading

10 Pretend you are Elizabeth Swann. Write a letter to your father, Governor Swann, to tell him about the things that you have done recently and the things that you plan to do in the future.

11 Which character in the story is your favorite? Why do you like him/her more than the other characters in the story? Which character in the story is your least favorite? Why do you like him/her less than the other characters in the story?
Chapters 1–3
1 Match the questions with the answers.

a How many boxes do the guards carry to the prison wall? …..

b What is wrong with the small monkey on Jack’s ship? …..

c What do Gibbs and the other pirates on the Black Pearl want? …..

d When did Commodore Norrington leave Port Royal? …..

e Why does Lord Beckett arrest Elizabeth and her father? …..

f What does Lord Beckett want Will to get from Jack? …..

1) Gold.

2) Some months ago.

3) Because she helped a pirate to escape.

4) A compass.

5) Six.

6) It is cursed.

Chapters 4–6
2 Are these sentences right? Underline Yes or No.

a Jack wants Gibbs to sail away from the island. Yes / No

b Will tells Jack that he needs the magical compass. Yes / No

c Jack feels guilty about causing Elizabeth’s problems. Yes / No

d Will, Jack and Jack’s men are traveling down the Pantano River in three row boats. Yes / No

e Jack is more worried about his front than his back. Yes / No

3 Underline the wrong word in each sentence and write the right word.

a Jack hates Will’s plan because it is simple and easy to remember. ……..

b Jack hears the Flying Dutchman and Will sail away into a storm. ……..

c Jack takes Elizabeth the Compass and tells her that it works again. ……..

d Elizabeth asks Jack that she wants to save Will. ……..

e Jack points toward the ocean and says that they must come that way. ……..

Chapters 7–9
4 Match the letters (a–h) with the numbers (1–8) to complete the sentences.

Chapters 10–11
5 Write Elizabeth, Gibbs, Jack, Norrington or Will in the sentences.

a “Excuse me. I’m going to kill the man who destroyed my life.” ……..

b “You caught a famous pirate and put him in prison.” ……..

c “We’re not going to escape.” ……..

d “The most dangerous ship on the ocean is too close to us!” ……..

e “What happened to the chest?” ……..

6 Write the right names in the sentences.

Bootstrap Bill Elizabeth Gibbs Norrington Will

a “Not with the chest,” says ……..

b “We saw the Dutchman an hour ago … coming around the end of the island!” says ……..

c “We’re in no danger. I can’t see any ships,” says ……..

d “Can the Black Pearl move faster than the Dutchman?” asks ……..

e “I thought you could do it. Only you,” says ……..